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Respiratory bronchiolitis associated interstitial lung disease (RB-ILD) is a recently described clinicopathological entity that occurs almost exclusively in current heavy cigarette smokers. Few cases have been reported in the literature and no studies have been carried out on the effect of treatment, which currently consists of smoking cessation with or without corticosteroids. We report the first case of an acute presentation of histologically proven RB-ILD in a young cigarette smoker whose diagnosis and management proved to be difficult. Smoking cessation alone was found to be inadequate so management was combined with corticosteroid therapy.

Respiratory bronchiolitis (RB) is a mild inflammatory process observed commonly in asymptomatic cigarette smokers. The diagnosis can be based on the combination of (1) clinical evidence of interstitial lung disease; (2) computed tomography (CT) findings of centrilobular nodularity and mild ground glass attenuation; (3) pulmonary function abnormalities; and (4) biopsy specimen showing respiratory bronchiolitis. RB-ILD is the term used to describe the condition in those smokers who become symptomatic secondary to RB. We report a case of histologically proven RB-ILD in a young cigarette smoker which demonstrates the difficulties in diagnosis and treatment.

CASE REPORT

A 30 year old woman presented to the thoracic outpatient department complaining of a productive cough with an abnormal chest radiograph showing left upper lobe shadowing. A diagnosis of resolving pneumonia was made and the patient improved spontaneously after smoking cessation. She had a smoking history of 11.25 pack years (15 cigarettes per day for 15 years), had no other past medical history of note, and was on no medication. She had no exposure to environmental agents known to cause lung disease.

She represented to hospital 3 months later complaining of increasing breathlessness over the preceding 2 weeks, fevers, sweats, generalised chest tightness, and a non-productive cough despite antibiotic therapy by her GP. She had recommenced smoking in the preceding 10 weeks.

On clinical examination she looked unwell, breathless, and tachypnoeic, and was unable to complete sentences. She was mildly febrile, auscultation of her chest revealed widespread inspiratory and expiratory wheeze, and her peak expiratory flow rate was 160 l/min. Arterial blood gases on air were normal, her white cell count was 20.3 × 10⁹/l (neutrophils 18.8 × 10⁹/l, lymphocytes 0.9 × 10⁹/l, eosinophils 0.1 × 10⁹/l), and the electrocardiogram showed sinus tachycardia. The chest radiograph showed interstitial shadowing in both hilar regions consistent with alveolitis. The patient was initially treated with broad spectrum antibiotics and nebulised bronchodilators. A test for HIV following consent, atypical serology, and autoimmune profile were all negative and immunoglobulins were normal; the erythrocyte sedimentation rate was 73 mm/hour and C-reactive protein was 173 mg/l. Respiratory function tests showed a forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV₁) of 0.98 l/s (31.7% of predicted) and a forced vital capacity (FVC) of 1.61 l (45.4% of predicted), making an FEV₁/FVC ratio of 60.79% (109.3% of predicted).

A chest CT scan showed perihilar ground glass opacities with no bronchiectasis or nodules (fig 1). The thoracic radiologist suggested a diagnosis of RB-ILD but the differential diagnosis included drug reaction, Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP), extrinsic allergic alveolitis (EAA), or sarcoidosis. Fibreoptic bronchoscopy showed no endobronchial lesions and transbronchial biopsy specimens were obtained from the lingula. Histological examination showed prominent accumulation of pigment laden macrophages within alveolar spaces with mild interstitial inflammation and no significant fibrosis (fig 2); this was consistent with a diagnosis of RB-ILD. There was no histological evidence of sarcoidosis or EAA. The patient was diagnosed as having RB-ILD as all other differential causes of her abnormal CT scan and symptoms had been excluded. The patient was commenced on high dose corticosteroids and advised to stop smoking. She was subsequently discharged home as she had clinically improved.

Six weeks later she was reviewed in the outpatient department and improvement continued both clinically and radiologically; the carbon monoxide transfer factor (TLCo) had increased to 83% of predicted. Prednisolone was tapered...
The diagnosis is confirmed by histological examination (preferably open lung or thoracoscopic biopsy), with the most characteristic feature being the accumulation of tan brown macrophages in the intraluminal and peribronchial air spaces.\(^7\) The prognosis is very good with no deaths reported, and patients improve or stabilise after smoking cessation\(^8\) with or without corticosteroid treatment. There are no reports or studies regarding the dose or duration of treatment, but this case showed evidence of relapse even without recommencing smoking after reducing the corticosteroids over the course of a few weeks. The decision for a longer duration of treatment was therefore made. Notwithstanding, smoking cessation is very important for the course of the disease, as shown in this case. When the patient first presented at the clinic with ‘pneumonia’ she had stopped smoking for a short period of time as she was unwell. However, when she improved she restarted smoking leading to her deterioration and admission. It is the authors’ belief that RB-ILD was the cause of the initial illness at presentation and she showed improvement after smoking cessation alone. Although clinically the need to continue steroids did not follow the usual pattern of RB-ILD, we are confident that this was the final diagnosis. More studies are required to compare the effects of smoking cessation alone and combined with corticosteroid treatment.
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